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A bounded control strategy is employed for the rehabilitation and assistance of a patient with lower-limb disorder. Complete and
partial lower-limb motor function disorders are considered. This application is centered on the knee and the ankle joint level,
thereby considering a user in a sitting position. A high gain observer is used in the estimation of the angular position and angular
velocities which is then applied to the estimation of the joint torques. The level of human contribution is feedback of a fraction of
the estimated joint torque. This is utilised in order to meet the demands for a bounded human torque; that is, 𝜏ℎ ≤ 𝑁2,𝑛 ≤ 𝑁1,𝑛.
The asymptotic stability of the bounded control law without human contribution and the convergence analysis of the high gain
observer is verified using Lyapunov-based analysis. Simulations are performed to verify the proposed control law. Results obtained
guarantee a fair trajectory tracking of the physiotherapist trajectory.

1. Introduction

Wearable robots such as exoskeletons fall into a class of
robot manipulators. However, they have to be worn by
humans for the purpose of enhancing their movement. One
of the interesting features of wearable robots is the fact that
they enable healthy wearers to perform stressful activities
easily over a lengthy period of time. This sole attribute
has made their use in the domain of rehabilitation and
assistance quite appreciated, with an extension to themedical,
military, and agricultural field. Wearable exoskeletons are
electromechanical devices driven by actuators in order to
induce the movement of the embodied limbs. In the process
of inducing this movement, there remains a possibility of
human torque contribution via these limbs through the
activities of the muscles, thus delivering part of the torque
during rehabilitation.

In the near future, it is envisaged that the number of
elderly people inworld populationwill increase considerably;
therefore this will further increase the burden of treating
the health risks associated with aging by physiotherapists
[1]. Robotic therapy solutions that give rise to the use of

intelligentmachines that are capable of offering solutions that
promote motor recovery and better understanding of motor
control [2, 3] remain the only efficient way to alleviate phys-
iotherapists from this time and energy consuming exercise;
thereby reducing the demands on these assist practitioners
[4]. Certainly, the goal of robotic therapy is to assist in a
way by automating the performance of repetitive motor-
therapy for humans [5]. Robotic solutions could be either
assistive, rehabilitative, or both, depending on the purpose
of the design. However, the conceptual design with regard
to performance-augmenting applications is always based on
maintaining the human-exoskeleton kinematic compatibility
[6]. This was addressed in [7]; nevertheless, for the purpose
of simplicity, in this work, human-exoskeleton misalignment
is not considered, and the human-exoskeleton joint axes are
assumed to align. In addition, the development of active
exoskeletons determines its future and some eventual activi-
ties associated with the rehabilitation systems in conjunction
with expanding its working capabilities with humans [8].

In rehabilitative robotics, the solutions developed are
aimed at optimising existing therapeutic approaches in order
to improve or cure motor lost functions after a disabling
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encounter. Assistive robotics provides solutions that will
assist and interact with individuals with reduced motor
functionalities so as to help them increase their self-reliance
and in sustaining a fulfilling lifestyle within their personal
environment [9]. Nevertheless, there exist technical similar-
ities between them, in that the primary subject of interest is
centered on the motor performance of the patient.

Utilising robotic systems for assistance and rehabilitation,
the wearer could be passive or active throughout the whole
session of training. When passive, the wearer voluntary
movement tends to be limited since the lower-limb rehabil-
itation device is only designed to assist the user to follow
predefinedmovement patterns with the aid of certain control
methods. Although this method has been proven to be an
effective therapeutic measure [10, 11], the need for patients
to be actively involved in robotic therapy brings about
more success in the results obtained [12]. One rehabilitative
method which further validates this proof is the “assist-as-
needed” paradigm [13, 14]. Kong and Tomizuka in [15] also
designed a rehabilitation device connected to the human via
elastic components which are meant to assist the human by
generating assistive force to enable the human lower limbs to
follow the motion of the links. Most especially, the need to
ensure the safety of the wearer is essential as highlighted in
[16].

Often the contribution of the wearers may be determined
using on-board sensors such as EMG, Electroencephalogram
(EEG), Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU), camera, and ade-
quate algorithms to detect and classify the intention. Elec-
tromyography (EMG) control strategy is one that promotes
the user specific support for controllers by converting EMG
signals into desired human torques which is then partly
applied by the exoskeleton device [17, 18]. However, this
method is somewhat sensitive to noise and sensor location
[19].

Furthermore, it is required that since wearable exoskele-
tons fall into the category of robot manipulators which
require control input constraints, the need for the use
of a bounded control law is paramount. Controllers used
for exoskeletons also need to be robust enough against
uncertainties [20] of which the bounded control may be a
perfect fit. Bounded control literally refers to the control
of a system within certain bounded variables. This type of
control method seeks to define certain limits that correspond
to the physical limit of the variable in question and therefore
consequently helps minimize the power requirements for
actuating the exoskeleton [21].The variables often considered
are those of the amplitude of the actuators.This is to avoid the
possibility of an irreversible damage to the actuator [22, 23].
An in-depth description of this control method is given in
[24]. In [25, 26] the authors propose a bounded control
method based on nested saturations for the rehabilitation of
the knee joint and a full exoskeleton with four degrees of
freedom, respectively. By “nested saturation” it is meant that
the actuator is subjected to magnitude and rate saturation
simultaneously [27]. This not only allows maintaining the
bounded inputs of the control torque, but also provides
an efficient convergence of the position and velocity of
the physical system. In [28], an adaptive observer-based

controller for an upper-limb exoskeleton robot is proposed
and the boundedness is also proven.

Due to increased use ofwearable robots, which is basically
inclined towards providing support to humans to effectively
perform their daily activities, the force control has continued
to attract the attention of many researchers.The force sensors
have been often used; however this makes the system bulky
and costly. Hence, the use of encoders to obtain the informa-
tion external force has been exploited in [29, 30]. In [31] an
observer-based user torque estimation is also used to evaluate
the patient-active rehabilitation task in order to avoid the use
of a force sensor. This has been proven to be a well effective
method; nevertheless, the focuswas on the estimation of task-
specific interaction forces, and the extent of the force that the
wearer is able to exert on system-controller is not addressed,
owing to the fact that the length of the lower limb and the
weight of the wearer may differ.

This work is an attempt to modify and generalise the
control method in [25] and propose the same for the reha-
bilitation of individuals with knee or ankle impairment. This
study seeks to drive the knee-ankle exoskeleton to follow a
predefined rehabilitation trajectory with or without human
contribution for a patient in sitting position. To verify the
level of contribution of the human the system may allow, a
high gain observer is designed. Although high gain observers
have been extensively used for the recovery of states such as in
[32], in this work the recovered states are employed to verify
the level of human contribution. The asymptotic stability
of the closed-loop system without human contribution is
verified using Lyapunov-based analysis. The convergence of
the error between the states of the wearer-exoskeleton and
that of the high gain observer is also analysed using Lyapunov
stability theory. The contribution of this work is further
detailed in Section 5.

2. Mathematical Description of the
Knee-Ankle Exoskeleton

This section presents the knee-ankle dynamics and the
mathematical model and its state-space form.

2.1. Knee-Ankle Exoskeleton. The knee-ankle exoskeleton is
represented by a planar two-link model with revolute joints
as shown in Figure 1. The structure and parameters are the
same as in [33]. It is made up of two actuators, one at each
joint. This model takes into account the flexion/extension
of the knee joint and the plantar-flexion/dorsal-flexion of
the ankle joint, assuming the motions are performed in a
sagittal plane (the basic movement performed by humans
such as walking, standing up, sitting down, running, and
climbing stairs are examples of sagittal plane movements).
This is because exoexercising tasks for lower limbs are those
of sagittal plane movements. Sagittal plane model is therefore
most often employed in exoskeletal design as in [34, 35] to
mention a few.

It should be noted that the parameters of the subject’s
shank and foot links and that of the exoskeleton are built
into the model parameters. The movements of the knee-
ankle exoskeleton are in the range 0 rad ≤ 𝑞1 ≤ 2.35 rad
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Figure 1: Knee-ankle orthosis.

for the knee and 0 rad ≤ 𝑞2 ≤ 0.87 rad for the ankle.
Where 0 rad relates to the full-knee extension, 2.35 rad is
the maximum flexion of the knee, and 1.57 rad corresponds
to the rest position of the knee. Furthermore, 0 rad, for
the ankle movements, corresponds to the rest position of
the ankle, and 0.35 rad is the maximal ankle dorsal-flexion,
while 0.87 rad denotes themaximal ankle plantar-flexion.The
task will be to devise a control method that will enable the
movement of the shank and foot about their respective joints
as exoskeleton swings about joint axes concurrently with
defined trajectories. This will help provide assistive measures
to humans with lower-limb disorders, and consequently
requires rehabilitation for improvedmobility performance. A
sitting position is envisaged for this task; hence the contact
forces are not computed and the analysis in [36] concerning
floating base systems is not considered. Figure 1 illustrates the
model parameters used for this analysis. 𝑞1 is the absolute
knee joint angle while 𝑞2 is the relative ankle joint angle (i.e.,
foot angle).

The need for a reduce number of degrees of freedom
(DoF), that is, 2-DoF, for a knee-ankle exoskeleton is to
restrict the muscle actuation to the behaviour of each joint
required to participate in the actualisation of a certain control
task. In addition, numerous DoF may become problematic
when included in mathematical models and may eventually
cause a drawback in fulfilling the engineering control tasks.
Lower numbers of DoF are being assumed for the purpose of
simplification [37] so as to reduce its complexity.

The dynamic model of the system may be derived by the
Euler-Lagrange principle and written as [38]

𝑀(𝑞) ̈𝑞 + 𝐶 (𝑞, ̇𝑞) ̇𝑞 + 𝐺 (𝑞) = 𝜏. (1)

For the purpose of this study, the friction torque, distur-
bance torque, and the human torque are included; therefore
(1) may be modified to give

𝑀(𝑞) ̈𝑞 + 𝐶 (𝑞, ̇𝑞) ̇𝑞 + 𝐺 (𝑞) + 𝐹 ( ̇𝑞) + 𝜏𝑑 = 𝜏 + 𝜏ℎ, (2)

where 𝑞 ∈ R𝑛 is a vector of angular positions and is assumed
available by measurement,𝑀(𝑞) ∈ R𝑛×𝑛 is the inertia matrix
of the links, while 𝜏 ∈ R𝑛 is the control torque, which serves
as the control inputs of the system, 𝐶(𝑞, ̇𝑞) ̇𝑞 ∈ R𝑛 is the
vector of the Coriolis and centripetal torques, 𝐺(𝑞) ∈ R𝑛 is
the gravitational torque, and 𝜏ℎ ∈ R𝑛 is the human torque,
which allows the investigation of the passive and active mode
of the wearer. That is, 𝜏ℎ = 0 implies no human effort and
𝜏ℎ ̸= 0 implies the presence of human effort, and 𝜏𝑑 ∈ R𝑛

is the disturbance torque, which may be due to measurement
noise and is represented as 𝜏𝑑 = 𝑘𝑛sgn( ̇𝑞). 𝑘𝑛 is a sine signal
and 𝑛 is the degree of freedom of the system.

The human torque 𝜏ℎ is stated as

𝜏ℎ = 𝜅𝜏, (3)

where 𝜅 is the variable factor of the level of contribution of
the human and 𝜏 is the estimated torque.

For simplicity the friction torque 𝐹( ̇𝑞) is written in the
form above but may be represented as

𝐹 ( ̇𝑞) = 𝐹V ̇𝑞 + 𝐹𝑑 sign ( ̇𝑞) , (4)

where 𝐹V = diag[V𝑛] is the viscous friction torque and
𝐹𝑑 = diag[𝑑𝑛] is the dynamic friction torque and V𝑛 and 𝑑𝑛
are vector quantities associated with their respective torques.
sign(⋅) is a Signum function.

For clarity purposes, the human and exoskeleton system
dynamics may be defined as being summed up in (2). Hence,
they may be regarded as 𝑖 ∈ [1, 2], which stands for
the respective human and exoskeleton components; that is,
𝑀(𝑞) = ∑2𝑖=1𝑀𝑖(𝑞), 𝐶(𝑞, ̇𝑞) = 𝐶𝑖(𝑞, ̇𝑞), 𝐺(𝑞) = 𝐺𝑖(𝑞), 𝐹V =
𝐹V𝑖 , and 𝐹𝑑 = 𝐹𝑑𝑖 . In (4), it should be noted that the dynamic
friction is balanced so as to make the exoskeletonmost trans-
parent to the wearer.The gravity torque is also balanced since
the exoskeleton is usually used for rehabilitation purpose.

The matrices associated with 𝑀(𝑞) ∈ R𝑛×𝑛, 𝐶(𝑞, ̇𝑞) ̇𝑞, and
𝐺(𝑞) ∈ R𝑛 are given below.
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Mass Matrix
𝑀(𝑞)1,1 = 𝐼1 + 𝐼2 + 𝑚1𝐿22 + 2𝑚2𝐿1𝑟2 cos (𝑞2)
𝑀 (𝑞)1,2 = 𝐼2 + 𝑚2𝐿1𝑟2 cos (𝑞2)
𝑀 (𝑞)2,1 = 𝐼2 + 𝑚2𝐿1𝑟2 cos (𝑞2)
𝑀 (𝑞)2,2 = 𝐼2.

(5)

Coriolis/Centripetal Vector

𝐶 (𝑞, ̇𝑞)1,1 = −2𝑚2𝐿1𝑟2 sin (𝑞2) ̇𝑞2
𝐶 (𝑞, ̇𝑞)1,2 = −𝑚2𝐿1𝑟2 sin (𝑞2) ̇𝑞2
𝐶 (𝑞, ̇𝑞)2,1 = 𝑚2𝐿1𝑟2 sin (𝑞2) ̇𝑞1
𝐶 (𝑞, ̇𝑞)2,2 = 0.

(6)

Gravity Vector

𝐺 (𝑞)1 = (𝑚1𝑟1 + 𝑚2𝐿1) 𝑔 sin (𝑞1)
+ 𝑚2𝑔𝑟2 sin (𝑞1 + 𝑞2)

𝐺 (𝑞)2 = 𝑚2𝑔𝑟2 sin (𝑞1 + 𝑞2)
(7)

2.2. State-Space Description. To describe the nonlinear state-
space form of (2), the human torque 𝜏ℎ is neglected. This is
because it is a fraction of an estimate of the control torque.
Since the matrix 𝑀(𝑞) is positive definite, it is invertible.
Hence, (2) may be written as

̈𝑞 = 𝑀 (𝑞)−1 (𝜏 − 𝐶 (𝑞, ̇𝑞) ̇𝑞 − 𝐺 (𝑞) − 𝐹 ( ̇𝑞) − 𝜏𝑑) . (8)

The nonlinear state-space form of the dynamic model (1)
is given by

�̇� = 𝑓 (𝑥) + 𝑔 (𝑥) 𝜏, (9)

where the state vectors𝑥 : 𝑥1 = [𝑞1 𝑞2]𝑇 and 𝑥2 = [ ̇𝑞1 ̇𝑞2]𝑇.
The functions𝑓(𝑥) and 𝑔(𝑥) are assumed to be continuously
differentiable a sufficient number of times.

3. High Gain Observer
Structure and Estimation

In wearable robotic systems the coordinates may be precisely
measured by an encoder for each joint. However, velocity
measurements obtained via tachometers are easily perturbed
by noise. These constraints may be overcome by employing
an observer for state estimation. The high gain observer is
employed for this purpose. Prior to defining the observer
dynamics it is necessary to reorganise the state-space model
of system in (9) as

�̇�1 = 𝑥2
�̇�2 = 𝑓 (𝑥) + 𝑔 (𝑥) 𝜏 = 𝜙 (𝑥1, 𝑥2, 𝑡)
𝑦 = 𝑥1,

(10)

where 𝑦 is the measurable position vector.

The state observer is based on the application of high
gains, for the system to estimate the angular positions and
velocities. The observer in state-space is given by

̇̂𝑥1 = 𝑥2 − 1
𝜇𝐻𝑝 (𝑦 − 𝑥1)

̇̂𝑥2 = 𝜙 (𝑥1, 𝑥2, 𝑡) − 1
𝜇2𝐻V (𝑦 − 𝑥1)

(11)

with 𝑥1, 𝑥2 denoting the generalised positions and velocities;
that is, 𝑥1 is the estimation of the joint angular position
[𝑞1 𝑞2] and 𝑥2 is the estimation of the joint angular velocities
[ ̇𝑞1 ̇𝑞2] and 𝑥 = [𝑥𝑇1 𝑥𝑇2 ]𝑇. 𝜇 is a scalar parameter chosen
with the limit; 0 < 𝜇 < 1while𝐻𝑝 and𝐻V are the two constant
observer gains which have the form

𝐻𝑝 = diag [ℎ𝑝𝑛]
𝐻V = diag [ℎV𝑛] .

(12)

3.1. Observer Error Dynamics. The observer error dynam-
ics between the knee-ankle exoskeleton and the high gain
observer may be given by

̇̃𝑥1 = 𝑥2 − 1
𝜇𝐻𝑝 (𝑦 − 𝑥1)

̇̃𝑥2 = 𝜙 (𝑥1, 𝑥2, 𝑡) − 1
𝜇2𝐻V (𝑦 − 𝑥1) ,

(13)

where 𝑥1 = 𝑥1 − 𝑥1 and 𝑥2 = 𝑥2 − 𝑥2. 𝑥 = [𝑥𝑇1 𝑥𝑇2 ]𝑇 is the
error between the system states and the observer states.

For the purpose of the convergence analysis, the error is
transformed into a more convenient form as

𝑒1 = 𝑥1
𝑒2 = 𝜇𝑥2
𝑒 = [𝑒𝑇1 𝑒𝑇2 ]𝑇 .

(14)

Based on the new transformation the error dynamicsmay
be rewritten as

𝜇 ̇̃𝑒 = 𝐻𝑒 + 𝜇2𝑊𝜙(𝑥1, 𝑥2, 𝑡) , (15)

where 𝐻 = [ −𝐻𝑝 𝐼2×2−𝐻V 02×2
] and 𝑊 = [ 02×2𝐼2×2 ].

3.2. Convergence Analysis. For clarity, the Lyapunov-based
approach in [32] is employed to ascertain the error conver-
gence of the orthosis or exoskeleton states and the high gain
observer.

Definition 1. Define the upper bound for the terms 𝑀(𝑞),
𝐶(𝑞, ̇𝑞), 𝐺(𝑞), 𝐹V ̇𝑞 + 𝐹𝑑sign( ̇𝑞) and 𝜏𝑑, in (2), as follows:
‖𝑀(𝑞)‖ ≤ 𝜆0, ‖𝐶(𝑞, ̇𝑞)‖ ≤ 𝜆1‖ ̇𝑞‖2, ‖𝐺(𝑞)‖ ≤ 𝜆2, ‖𝐹V ̇𝑞 +
𝐹𝑑sign( ̇𝑞)‖ ≤ V‖ ̇𝑞‖ + 𝑑1, and ‖𝜏𝑑‖ ≤ 𝑑2. ‖ ⋅ ‖ is any appropriate
norm and 𝜆𝑖 are positive nonzero constants, where 0 < 𝜆𝑖 <∞, ∀𝑖, and all these properties are applicable ∀𝑞, 𝑒 ∈ R2 with
‖𝑒‖ < ∞.
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With regard to these definitions, the condition for which
the nonlinear error dynamics convergence to zero may be
found.

Proposition 2. Consider the dynamic of the system composed
of the wearer and the exoskeleton given in (2), with 𝜏ℎ = 0.
With 𝜏ℎ = 0, no force is being exerted by the user.
Proof. Consider the quadratic Lyapunov function 𝑉 for the
error dynamics in (15) to be

𝑉 = 𝑒𝑇𝑃𝑒, (16)

where𝑃 is the solution to the Lyapunov equation𝐻𝑇𝑃+𝑃𝐻 =
−𝐼 of a linear system. 𝑃 is a positive definite matrix and it is
independent of 𝜇.

The derivative of 𝑉 is then given by

�̇� = ̇̃𝑒𝑇𝑃𝑒 + 𝑒𝑇𝑃 ̇̃𝑒. (17)

Substituting (15) in (17) gives

(1
𝜇𝐻𝑒 + 𝜇𝑊𝜙)

𝑇

𝑃𝑒 + 𝑒𝑇𝑃(1
𝜇𝐻𝑒 + 𝜇𝑊𝜙)

= 1
𝜇𝑒𝑇 (𝐻𝑇𝑃 + 𝑃𝐻) 𝑒 + 2𝜇𝜙𝑇𝑊𝑇𝑃𝑒

= − 1
𝜇 ‖𝑒‖2 + 2𝜇𝜙𝑇𝑊𝑇𝑃𝑒,

(18)

where 𝜙 is a vector function of the states 𝑥1 and 𝑥2.
Based on (18), the inequality below may be obtained:

�̇� ≤ − 1
𝜇 ‖𝑒‖2 + 2𝜇 𝑃𝑊𝜙 (𝑥1, 𝑥2, 𝑡) ‖𝑒‖ . (19)

Define the upper bounded term and a set for the least upper
bound as

𝜓 (𝑡) = 𝑃𝑊𝜙 (𝑥1, 𝑥2, 𝑡) ,
𝑐𝑇 = sup
𝑡∈[0,𝑇]

𝜓 (𝑡) . (20)

Since 𝜙(𝑥1, 𝑥2, 𝑡)may be defined as the acceleration of the
orthotic or exoskeletal device (see (10)), it is therefore upper
bounded based on Definition 1 and shows that 𝜓(𝑡) is upper
bounded and 𝑐𝑇 exists. 𝑃 and 𝑊 are constant matrices.

Assumption 3. Assume that 𝑐𝑇 = sup𝑡∈[0,𝑇]𝜓(𝑡) exists for any
finite value 𝑇 > 0.

From (19), it follows that

�̇� ≤ − 1
𝜇 ‖𝑒‖2 + 1

𝜇𝐾𝑒 (𝜇, 𝑐𝑇) ‖𝑒‖ , ∀𝑡 ∈ [0, 𝑇]

= 1
𝜇 (𝐾𝑒 (𝜇, 𝑐𝑇) − ‖𝑒‖) ‖𝑒‖ ,

(21)

where 𝐾𝑒(𝜇, 𝑐𝑇) = 2𝜇2𝑐𝑇. 𝐾𝑒 is a value determined by 𝜇 and
𝑐𝑇. This value remains unchanged when the observer of the

orthosis is designed. From (21), itmay be deduced that if ‖𝑒‖ >
𝐾𝑒(𝜇, 𝑐𝑇), then �̇� < 0, ∀𝑡 ∈ [0, 𝑇]. Also, based on (20), it may
be seen that different cases could arise.

Assumption 4. Assume that 𝑐𝑇 < ∞.
Then it means that ‖𝑒(𝑡0)‖ ≤ 𝐾𝑒(𝜇, 𝑐𝑇). Therefore, it may

be deduced that ‖𝑒‖ ≤ 𝐾𝑒(𝜇, 𝑐𝑇), ∀𝑡 ∈ [0, 𝑇]. The reason is
that once ‖𝑒(𝑡1)‖ > 𝐾𝑒(𝜇, 𝑐𝑇), then the derivative �̇� < 0, and
therefore the norm of the error ‖𝑒‖ diminishes. By choosing
small enough values for 𝜇, the errors between the states of the
system and the observer state may be kept small for any finite
𝑇.
Assumption 5. Also assume that 𝜓(𝑡) ≤ 𝜂.

And here 𝜂 represents the bounded range of [0,∞).
Hence, 𝑐 = sup𝑡∈[0,∞) 𝜓(𝑡) < ∞. It may be also seen that if
‖𝑒‖ ≤ 𝐾𝑒(𝜇, 𝑐), then ‖𝑒(𝑡)‖ ≤ 𝐾𝑒(𝜇, 𝑐), ∀𝑡 ∈ 𝜂. Also ‖𝑒(𝑡0)‖ >
𝐾𝑒(𝜇, 𝑐) causes the derivative �̇� < 0which in turn diminishes
‖𝑒(𝑡)‖. Therefore, there exists a finite value 𝑡𝜇 > 0 such that
‖𝑒(𝑡)‖ ≤ 𝐾𝑒(𝜇, 𝑐)∀𝑡 > 𝑡𝜇.

From the transformed error coordinate in (14), it may be
deduced that, for 𝜇 < 1, ‖𝑥‖ ≤ (1/𝜇)‖𝑒‖. Hence if ‖𝑒‖ ≤
𝐾𝑒(𝜇, 𝑐𝑇), then ‖𝑥‖ ≤ 𝐾𝑥(𝜇, 𝑐𝑇), where 𝐾𝑥(𝜇, 𝑐𝑇) = 2𝜇𝑐𝑇. For
any finite value of 𝑇,𝐾𝑥(𝜇, 𝑐𝑇)may be made small by making
𝜇 small enough. The obtained error convergence proves that
the state of the orthosis/exoskeleton may be observed by
the high gain observer in (11). Therefore the torque may be
estimated based on the recovered states.

4. Control Law

The formulation of the control law is based on considering the
safety of thewearer. Itmust therefore be sufficiently robust for
the stability of the human-orthosis systemwhether the user is
passive or active. The proposed control law is based on [25].
However the generalisation of the control law is considered
in this study and it is modified as

𝜏 = sat𝑁1,𝑛 [𝐾𝑑 ̇𝜀 + sat𝑁2,𝑛 (𝐾𝑝𝜀)] + 𝑀(𝑞) ̈𝑞𝑑
+ 𝐶 (𝑞, ̇𝑞) ̇𝑞𝑑 + 𝐺 (𝑞) + 𝐹V ̇𝑞 + 𝐹𝑑 sign ( ̇𝑞) ,

(22)

where 𝜀 ∈ R𝑛 = 𝑞𝑑 − 𝑞 is a vector of the angular position
error. ̇𝜀 ∈ R𝑛 = ̇𝑞𝑑 − ̇𝑞 is the vector of the angular velocity
error. ̈𝜀 ∈ R𝑛 = ̈𝑞𝑑− ̈𝑞 is the vector of the angular acceleration
error. 𝑞𝑑 ∈ R𝑛, ̇𝑞𝑑 ∈ R𝑛, and ̈𝑞𝑑 ∈ R𝑛 signify the desired joint
angular position, angular velocity, and angular acceleration,
respectively.𝐾𝑑 = diag[𝑘𝑑𝑛] is the derivative gain while𝐾𝑝 =
diag[𝑘𝑝𝑛] is the proportional gain. 𝑛 = 1, 2.

The definition of the saturation function is given below.

4.1. Saturation Function. The saturation function sat𝑁𝑖,𝑛(𝑥𝑛)
is defined as

sat𝑁𝑖,𝑛 = min (𝑁𝑖,𝑛,max (−𝑁𝑖,𝑛, 𝑥𝑛)) , ∀𝑥𝑛 ∈ R
𝑛, (23)

where ±𝑁𝑖,𝑛 represent the saturation bounds. This bounded
interval (point) is chosen such that 𝑁1,𝑛 > 2𝑁2,𝑛. The
saturation of the control law allows the actuator of the
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exoskeleton to avoid exceeding its limit, thereby maintaining
the linearity of the actuator and avoiding the hysteresis cycles
which may result in irreversible damage. This guarantees the
stability of the closed-loop trajectories. High value control
law demands high power and may expose the user to risk.

4.2. Closed-Loop System. The dynamics of the closed-loop
system are achieved by substituting (4) into (2) and then
substituting the eventual equation into (22). The resulting
equation is given by

𝑀(𝑞) ̈𝜀 = −sat𝑁1,𝑛 [𝐾𝑑 ̇𝜀 + sat𝑁2,𝑛 (𝐾𝑝𝜀)] − 𝐶 (𝑞, ̇𝑞) ̇𝜀
− 𝜏ℎ.

(24)

Note that 𝜏𝑑 for the purpose of the proof is not included in
the closed-loop system equation.

4.3. Stability Analysis. Here, the closed-loop stability of the
entire system (orthotic/exoskeletal device and controller) is
verified. A completely passive mode (i.e., 𝜏ℎ = 0) for the user
is considered. Passive mode refers to a user exerting no mus-
cular torque that may interfere with the orthosis/exoskeleton
trajectory, as specified by the physiotherapist.The stability for
the system’s equilibrium point is proven. For the purpose of
this proof consider 𝑁𝑖,𝑛 ∈ R𝑛.

Proposition 6. Consider the wearer-exoskeleton dynamics
defined by (2), with 𝜏ℎ = 0. With 𝜏ℎ = 0, no force is being
exerted by the user.

Assumption 7. Assume that the derivatives of the desired
angle ( ̇𝑞𝑑, ̈𝑞𝑑 and 𝑞(3)

𝑑
) are bounded and known.

Then the equilibrium point 𝑥𝑒 = [𝜀𝑇 ̇𝜀𝑇]𝑇 = 0 ∈ R2𝑛 of
the closed-loop system (24) is asymptotically stable.

Proof. Let 𝐾𝑝|𝜀| > 𝑁2,𝑛 and 𝐾𝑑| ̇𝜀| > 𝑁1,𝑛 − 𝑁2,𝑛 > 𝑁2,𝑛,
defining the positive definite Lyapunov function 𝑉1 to be

𝑉1 = 1
2 ̇𝜀𝑇𝑀(𝑞) ̇𝜀. (25)

The derivative of �̇�1 is given by

�̇�1 = ̇𝜀𝑇𝑀(𝑞) ̈𝜀 + 1
2 ̇𝜀𝑇�̇� (𝑞) ̇𝜀. (26)

Substituting (24) into (26) gives �̇�1 as
�̇�1 = − ̇𝜀𝑇 (sat𝑁1,𝑛 [𝐾𝑑 ̇𝜀 + sat𝑁2,𝑛 (𝐾𝑝𝜀)] − 𝐶 (𝑞, ̇𝑞) ̇𝜀

− 𝜏ℎ) + 1
2 ̇𝜀𝑇�̇� (𝑞) ̇𝜀.

(27)

If 𝜏ℎ = 0, the derivative 𝑉1 is
�̇�1 = − ̇𝜀𝑇sat𝑁1,𝑛 [𝐾𝑑 ̇𝜀 + sat𝑁2,𝑛 (𝐾𝑝𝜀)] − ̇𝜀𝑇𝐶 (𝑞, ̇𝑞) ̇𝜀

+ 1
2 ̇𝜀𝑇�̇� (𝑞) ̇𝜀.

(28)

By factorisation, (28) may be rewritten as

�̇�1 = − ̇𝜀𝑇sat𝑁1,𝑛 [𝐾𝑑 ̇𝜀 + sat𝑁2,𝑛 (𝐾𝑝𝜀)]
+ 1

2 ̇𝜀𝑇 (�̇� (𝑞) − 2𝐶 (𝑞, ̇𝑞)) ̇𝜀. (29)

The matrices �̇�(𝑞) and 𝐶(𝑞, ̇𝑞) are dependant, as the follow-
ing relation is satisfied by the second term in (29); therefore,
̇𝜀𝑇𝑆 ̇𝜀 = (1/2) ̇𝜀𝑇(�̇�(𝑞) − 2𝐶(𝑞, ̇𝑞)) ̇𝜀 = 0, where 𝑆 is skew
symmetric. Then (29) becomes

�̇�1 = − ̇𝜀𝑇sat𝑁1,𝑛 [𝐾𝑑 ̇𝜀 + sat𝑁2,𝑛 (𝐾𝑝𝜀)] . (30)

If |𝐾𝑑 ̇𝜀| > 𝑁2,𝑛, by observation ̇𝜀 and 𝐾𝑑 ̇𝜀 + sat𝑁2 ,𝑛(𝐾𝑝𝜀) have
the same sign and certainly |𝐾𝑑 ̇𝜀 + sat𝑁2,𝑛(𝐾𝑝𝜀)| > 0. With
regard to this, �̇�1 may be reduced to

�̇�1 = −𝜆  ̇𝜀𝑇 𝑁1,𝑛 ≤ 0. (31)

It may therefore be assumed that as | ̇𝜀𝑇| decreases �̇�1
decreases also. Note that 𝜆 is any positive value to derive
the inequality for checking the negativeness of �̇�1. However,
based on this, no conclusion may be reached with regard to
its asymptotic stability. To establish this, a second Lyapunov
function is chosen considering a velocity reference signal and
the filtered tracking error.

Definition 8. Define the velocity reference signal as ̇𝑞𝑟 = ̇𝑞𝑑 −Γ𝜀 and the filtered error as 𝑠 = ̇𝑞𝑟− ̇𝑞 = ̇𝜀−Γ𝜀, Γ = diag[𝛾𝑖] > 0.
Hence, ̇𝑠 = ̈𝑞𝑟 − ̈𝑞 = ̈𝜀 − Γ ̇𝜀.

Based on Definition 8, the following equation holds:

𝑀(𝑞) [ ̇𝑠 + 𝑘1𝑠] + 𝐶 (𝑞, ̇𝑞) 𝑠
= 𝑀 (𝑞) [ ̈𝑞𝑟 − 𝑘1𝑠] + 𝐶 (𝑞, ̇𝑞) ̇𝑞𝑟

− [𝑀(𝑞) ̈𝑞 + 𝐶 (𝑞, ̇𝑞) ̇𝑞] ,
(32)

where 𝑀(𝑞)𝑘1 ≥ 0 and commutative. 𝑘1 = diag[𝛼] ≥ 0.
Substituting (2) into (32) yields

𝑀(𝑞) [ ̇𝑠 + 𝑘1𝑠] + 𝐶 (𝑞, ̇𝑞) 𝑠
= 𝑀(𝑞) [ ̈𝑞𝑟 − 𝑘1𝑠] + 𝐶 (𝑞, ̇𝑞) ̇𝑞𝑟

− [𝜏 + 𝜏ℎ − 𝐺 (𝑞) − 𝐹V ̇𝑞 − 𝐹𝑑 sign ( ̇𝑞)] .
(33)

Assumption 9. From (22), consider an equivalence controller
of the form

𝜏 = sat𝑁1,𝑛 [𝐾𝑑 ̇𝑠 + sat𝑁2,𝑛 (𝐾𝑝𝑠)] + 𝑀(𝑞) [ ̈𝑞𝑟 − 𝑘2𝑠]
+ 𝐶 (𝑞, ̇𝑞) ̇𝑞𝑟 + 𝐺 (𝑞) + 𝐹V ̇𝑞 + 𝐹𝑑 sign ( ̇𝑞) , (34)

where 𝑘2 is of the same form as 𝑘1.
Introducing (34) into (33) results in the closed-loop

system with regard to (2).

𝑀(𝑞) ̇𝑠 = −𝐾𝑠 − sat𝑁1,𝑛 [𝐾𝑑 ̇𝑠 + sat𝑁2,𝑛 (𝐾𝑝𝑠)]
− 𝐶 (𝑞, ̇𝑞) 𝑠, (35)

where 𝐾 = 𝑀(𝑞)(2𝑘1 − 𝑘2).
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Figure 2: Block diagram of the observer-based controller.

Consider the Lyapunov function

𝑉2 = 1
2𝑠𝑇𝑀(𝑞) 𝑠. (36)

The derivative of 𝑉2 may be given as

�̇�2 = 𝑠𝑇𝑀(𝑞) ̇𝑠 + 1
2𝑠𝑇�̇� (𝑞) 𝑠. (37)

Substituting (35) into (37) gives

�̇�2 = −𝑠𝑇𝐾𝑠 − 𝑠𝑇sat𝑁1,𝑛 [𝐾𝑑 ̇𝑠 + sat𝑁2,𝑛 (𝐾𝑝𝑠)]
+ 1

2𝑠𝑇 (�̇� (𝑞) − 2𝐶 (𝑞, ̇𝑞)) 𝑠.
(38)

(1/2)𝑠𝑇(�̇�(𝑞) − 2𝐶(𝑞, ̇𝑞))𝑠 = 0 based on the skew symmetric
properties as previously stated. The derivative of 𝑉2 therefore
becomes

�̇�2 = −𝑠𝑇𝐾𝑠 − 𝑠𝑇sat𝑁1,𝑛 [𝐾𝑑 ̇𝑠 + sat𝑁2,𝑛 (𝐾𝑝𝑠)] . (39)

Using the same principle as in (30), �̇�2 can be reduced to

�̇�2 = −𝑠𝑇𝐾𝑠 − 𝜆 𝑠𝑇 𝑁1, 𝑛 ≤ 0, (40)

where 𝜆 is the same as previously defined.
This then leads to −�̇�2(0) ≤ �̇�2(𝑡). Consequently, the

boundedness of ̇𝑠, 𝑠, and ̇𝜀 subsequently leads to 𝑒 → 0 as
𝑡 → ∞. Based on the above choice of different Lyapunov
function (𝑉1 and 𝑉2), the need for the Mastrov theorem for
conclusion of asymptotic stability is eliminated.

5. Problem Formulation

The objective of this paper is to formulate a strategy by which
the human force (torque) sensitivity during the design and
operation phases of an orthosis can be evaluated.This is to be
achieved by the following:

(1) First is setting actuator size limit for the exoskeleton
by means of nested saturation.

(2) Second is reconstruction of the control torque via the
recovered states using the observer. A portion is then
fed back to act as the human torque, mimicking the
exertion of the force of the human-in-the-loop.

(3) Verification of this principle is based on the utilisation
of a robust bounded control strategy with balanced
gravity torque and friction to make the orthosis as
transparent as possible to the wearer.

(4) Convergence analysis and asymptotic stability are
therefore proven to mathematically validate the pro-
posed principle.

The orthosis control with human-in-the-loop requires
three building blocks; the dynamics of the wearer-exoskel-
eton, the controller, and the observer/torque estimator (see
Figure 2.) Here, the mathematical equation for the torque
estimator and the reference inputs are presented.

The physiotherapist trajectories for the knee and ankle are
chosen to fit within the limits of their range of motions and
are given by

𝑞1 = 3𝜋
2 sin(2𝜋

3 𝑡)

𝑞2 = 𝜋
6 sin(𝜋

2 𝑡) .
(41)

Furthermore, the high gain observer used for the esti-
mation of the angular positions and velocities is analysed in
Section 3. The estimation of the torque is derived from these
values based on the equation

𝜏 = 𝑀(𝑞) ̂̈𝑞 + 𝐶 (𝑞, ̂̇𝑞) ̂̇𝑞 + 𝐺 (𝑞) + 𝐹V̂̇𝑞 + 𝐹𝑑 sign (̂̇𝑞) , (42)

where all the parameters in the equation are same as that in
(2) but represent the estimated version.

6. Simulations Results and Discussion

For the purpose of clarity, three cases have been considered.
For each case, the simulations were channeled towards
the validation of the control strategy hence showing its
robustness. In addition the following variables used in the
simulation results are described below:

(i) 𝑞1 is the knee joint angle (position).
(ii) 𝑞2 is the ankle joint angle (position).
(iii) ̇𝑞1 is the derivative (velocity) of knee joint angle.
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Table 1: Physiological parameters (Case 1 & Case 2).

Parameters Units Values
Shank length (𝐿1) m 0.2000
Foot length (𝐿2) m 0.0800
Shank mass (𝑚1) kg 2.8000
Foot mass (𝑚2) kg 1.1700
Shank inertia (𝐼1) kg⋅m2 0.0750
Foot inertia (𝐼2) kg⋅m2 0.0120
gravity (𝑔) m/s2 9.8000
Shank damping Coeff. (𝑏1) Nm/s2 0.4000
Foot damping Coeff. (𝑏2) Nm/s2 0.6000
Knee joint angle (𝑞1(0)) rad 0.5000
Ankle joint angle (𝑞2(0)) rad 0.2000
Knee joint friction (V1) rad 2.3500
Ankle joint friction (V2) rad 0.8700
𝑘𝑛(𝜏𝑑) rad 5 sin(4𝜋𝑡)

(iv) ̇𝑞2 is the derivative (velocity) of ankle joint angle.
(v) 𝑞𝑑1 is the desired knee joint angle (position).
(vi) 𝑞𝑑2 is the desired ankle joint angle (position).
(vii) ̇𝑞𝑑1 is the derivative (velocity) of desired knee joint

angle.
(viii) ̇𝑞𝑑2 is the derivative (velocity) of desired ankle joint

angle.
(ix) 𝑞1 is the estimated knee joint angle (position).
(x) 𝑞2 is the estimated ankle joint angle (position).
(xi) ̇̂𝑞1 is the derivative (velocity) of the estimated knee

joint angle.
(xii) ̇̂𝑞2 is the derivative (velocity) of the estimated ankle

joint angle.

6.1. Case 1. In this case, the physiological parameters used
are those of Table 1, with the exception of the 𝑑𝑛 and V𝑛.
Hence, arbitrary values of 𝑑𝑛 = 2.35 rad and V𝑛 = 0.87 rad
were chosen for the purpose of simulation. For this bounded
control law, it is desired that the maximal motor torque is
15Nm for both joint torques. The saturation bounds 𝑁1,1
and 𝑁1,2 are chosen to be 7.6Nm for both joints, whereas
𝑁2,1 and 𝑁2,2 are chosen to be 7.6/2.1Nm for both joints
as well. The controller gains for 𝐾𝑝 are 15.2180 × 102 and
9.4500 × 102 for the knee and ankle joints and 𝐾𝑑 are
0.2840 × 103 and 0.6720 × 103 for the respective joints. The
observer gains ℎV1 = 15.5, ℎV2 = 14.2, ℎ𝑝1 = 10.5, and
ℎ𝑝2 = 12.5, while 𝜇 is set to 0.01. The gains of the system-
controller are manually tuned to find the best fit. This is the
same for the observer gain. Due to the presence of control
chattering activity induced by the saturation function, the
control gains required to ensure a good tracking performance
somehow increase.This justifies the high gains needed for this
controller.

In Case 1, three scenarios were studied, where the desired
trajectory is expected to be tracked by the wearer in each

scenario despite the condition introduced. These scenarios
are discussed below.

6.1.1. Scenario 1. In the first scenario, thewearer is completely
passive (complete motor function disorder); that is, 𝜏ℎ = 0
(see Figures 3, 4, and 5).The controller is seen to perform the
task of making the user completely track the desired angular
position and velocity trajectories, at a considerable time. The
torque input is within the limits of 15Nm and hence the
saturation of the actuators is avoided. The observer’s ability
to correctly estimate the position and velocity trajectories is
also guaranteed.

6.1.2. Scenario 2. In the second scenario, two simulations
that show the wearer, providing a percentage of the human
torque used in resisting the orthosis control ability to track
the desired angular position and velocity trajectories are
presented (see Figures 6, 7, 8 and 9) for the first simulation
and (see Figures 10, 11, 12, and 13) for the second simulation. In
both cases, the human torque 𝜏ℎ ̸= 0, and it is a percentage of
the estimated torque given by 𝜏ℎ = 𝜅𝜏, where 𝜅 = 0.1 and 0.2.
The angular position and velocity trajectory tracking are also
accomplished and the control torque inputs have a higher
value. The higher the resistive torque, the higher the control
torque value. This is because the controller has to produce
greater torque to overcome the resistance of the wearer. The
resistive human torque is achieved by inverting a fraction
of the estimated torque. This may be seen in Figures 9 and
13. However, since it is within a specified limit, the torque
input should not be allowed to overcome the specified limit to
avoid saturation. Although the maximal torque is somewhat
exceeded by a small percentage, a considerable tolerance
actuator value in the physical system could compensate
for this. Beyond these limits, saturation occurs. The main
interest is to ensure that the wearer safety is still guaran-
teed; hence setting the torque limit to 15Nm satisfies this
condition.

6.1.3. Scenario 3. In the third scenario, an assistive human
torque provided by the wearer to assist the orthosis control
in order to track the desired angular position and velocity
trajectories is verified (see Figures 14, 15, 16, and 17). The
assistive human torque (𝜏ℎ ̸= 0) provided is 10% of the
estimated torque.The angular position and velocity trajectory
tracking are guaranteed as required, but the control torque
inputs have a smaller value. This is due to the assistance
provided by the wearer. The assistive human torque is
achieved by inputting a fraction of the estimated torque
directly in contrast to the resistive torque applied. This may
be seen in Figure 17. It should be noted that the second
and the third scenarios exemplify a partial motor function
disorder.

6.2. Case 2. The value of the torque input of the system may
depend on its parameters and the external loads. However,
applying high value control law may lead to a high power
requirement to ensure it. Wearable orthosis/exoskeleton is
characteristically equipped with on-board power system and
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Figure 3: Knee-ankle position trajectory tracking. 𝜏ℎ = 0 (Scenario 1 of Case 1).
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Figure 4: Knee-ankle velocity trajectory tracking. 𝜏ℎ = 0 (Scenario 1 of Case 1).
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completely passive. The estimated torque is plotted to show that the observer can correctly estimate the exoskeleton state; hence the torque
can be reconstructed (Scenario 1 of Case 1).
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Figure 6: Knee-ankle position trajectory tracking. 𝜏ℎ ̸= 0; 𝜅 = 0.1 (Scenario 2 of Case 1).

hence needs high power demands that may endanger the
wearer. To reduce this high value control law effect the nested
saturation (bounded control) is employed so that the actual
actuator size limit can be set. This has been established in
Scenario 2 and 3 of Case 1.

For the purpose of clarity, an actuator size of 30Nm
is considered. Using the same physiological parameters as
in Table 1, controller gains and other parameters with
the exception of the saturation bounds which are cho-
sen as 15.1 Nm for 𝑁1,1 and 𝑁1,2 for both joints and
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Figure 7: Knee-ankle velocity trajectory tracking. 𝜏ℎ ̸= 0; 𝜅 = 0.1 (Scenario 2 of Case 1).
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Figure 8: Knee-ankle torque input. 𝜏ℎ ̸= 0; 𝜅 = 0.1. Considering the human resistive torque in Figure 9, that is, the human is exerting a force
capable of resisting the orthosis control ability to track the physiotherapist trajectory, hence there is an increase in the control torque required
to perform the task (Scenario 2 of Case 1).

also 15.1/2.1 Nm for 𝑁2,1 and 𝑁2,2 for both joints as
well.

In this test case, a resistive human torque is applied as
in Scenario 2 of Case 1. With the same task needed to be
performed, an inverted fraction of the control torque, which
is based on the state observer is fed back to the system
as the human torque. Given the actuator limit as 30Nm,

the system allows a maximum of 𝜅 = 0.5 of the resistive
human torque (𝜏ℎ ̸= 0) to be applied corresponding to 50%
of the estimated torque. Beyond this limit the actuator is
saturated. Figure 20 shows the control torque input required
for the physiotherapist task to be performed based on the
resistive human torque applied to the system. The resistive
human torque applied is shown in Figure 21. Figures 18 and
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Figure 9: Knee-ankle human torque input (resistive torque). 𝜏ℎ ̸= 0; 𝜅 = 0.1. The amount of human torque exerted on the orthosis is shown
in this figure, which is 10% of the estimated torque (Scenario 2 of Case 1).
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Figure 10: Knee-ankle position trajectory tracking. 𝜏ℎ ̸= 0; 𝜅 = 0.2 (Scenario 2 of Case 1).

19 present the position and velocity trajectory tracking of the
controller. This is a proof of the controller’s ability to ensure
the task is performed even in the presence of the resistive
human force. However, the effect of the disturbance is seen
in the estimated state. In addition, considering Figure 12
in comparison with Figure 20, it may be deduced that,
for a system of this nature with same system parameters,
the higher the actuator limit the higher the amount of
resistive human torque it may allow (axis of Figure 20 is

slightly increased to accommodate the increase in torque
input).

6.3. Case 3. For the purpose of robustness, the bounded
controller is tested using the system parameters for a lower-
limb orthosis described in [39, 40]. These system parameters
are given in Table 2, the values of which are calculated using
1.5m of the human limb length and a weight of 65 kg. The
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Table 2: Physiological parameters (Case 3).

Parameters Units Values
Shank length (𝐿1) m 0.3690
Foot length (𝐿2) m 0.2280
Shank mass (𝑚1) kg 2.9900
Foot mass (𝑚2) kg 0.9425
Shank inertia (𝐼1) kg⋅m2 0.0339
Foot inertia (𝐼2) kg⋅m2 0.0041
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Figure 11: Knee-ankle velocity trajectory tracking. 𝜏ℎ ̸= 0; 𝜅 = 0.2 (Scenario 2 of Case 1).
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Figure 12: Knee-ankle torque input. 𝜏ℎ ̸= 0; 𝜅 = 0.2. Considering the human resistive torque in Figure 13, that is, the human is exerting a
force capable of resisting the orthosis control ability to track the physiotherapist trajectory, hence there is a further increase in the control
torque required to perform the task as compared to Figure 8 (Scenario 2 of Case 1).
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Figure 13: Knee-ankle human torque input (resistive torque). 𝜏ℎ ̸= 0; 𝜅 = 0.2. The amount of human torque exerted on the orthosis is shown
in this figure, which is 20% of the estimated torque. However, the torque signal is inverted for this purpose (Scenario 2 of Case 1).
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Figure 14: Knee-ankle position trajectory tracking. 𝜏ℎ ̸= 0; 𝜅 = 0.1 (Scenario 3 of Case 1).

moments of inertia are computed using 𝑚𝐿2/12, assuming
the center of mass to be at the center of each cylindrical link
(see Figure 1). Other parameters not given in Table 2 are the
same as in Table 1.

In this test case, the saturation bounds are the same as in
Case 1, and hence the maximum actuator size considered is
15Nm.The controller gains for𝐾𝑝 are tuned to be 9.5435×102
and 4.0706 × 102 for the knee and ankle joints and for𝐾𝑑 are

0.3044 × 103 and 0.4716 × 102 for the respective joints. The
observer gains are the same as in Case 1.

From Figure 24, it may be seen that the torque inputs are
within the actuator size limit, and the estimated torques are
correctly estimated with regard to the recovered (observer)
state. Figures 22 and 23 show that the controller has the
ability to ensure the wearer-exoskeleton is able to track the
position and velocity of the physiotherapist trajectory in
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Figure 15: Knee-ankle velocity trajectory tracking. 𝜏ℎ ̸= 0; 𝜅 = 0.1 (Scenario 3 of Case 1).
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Figure 16: Knee-ankle torque input. 𝜏ℎ ̸= 0; 𝜅 = 0.1. Considering
the human assistive torque in Figure 17, that is, the human is exerting
a force capable of assisting the orthosis control ability to track the
physiotherapist trajectory, hence there is a decrease in the control
torque required to perform the task (Scenario 3 of Case 1).

spite of the variation in system parameters. The controller
robustness is therefore established. Note that the wearer is
completely passive in this case and the limit is same as in
case 1.
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Figure 17: Knee-ankle human torque input (assistive torque). 𝜏ℎ ̸=
0; 𝜅 = 0.1. The amount of human torque exerted on the orthosis
is shown in this figure, which is 10% of the estimated torque
(Scenario 3 of Case 1).

7. Conclusion and Future Work

Developing an exoskeleton device needs a well-designed
control system so as to ensure thewearer is not further injured
by the device. It is therefore necessary that the controller
is robust enough to actualise its capability. In this study,
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Figure 18: Knee-ankle position trajectory tracking. 𝜏ℎ ̸= 0; 𝜅 = 0.5 (Case 2).
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Figure 19: Knee-ankle velocity trajectory tracking. 𝜏ℎ ̸= 0; 𝜅 = 0.5 (Case 2).
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Figure 20: Knee-ankle torque input. 𝜏ℎ ̸= 0; 𝜅 = 0.5. Considering the human resistive torque in Figure 17, that is, the human is exerting a
force capable of assisting the orthosis control ability to track the physiotherapist trajectory, hence there is an increase in the control torque
required to perform the task (Case 2).
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Figure 21: Knee-ankle human torque input (resistive torque). 𝜏ℎ ̸= 0; 𝜅 = 0.5. The amount of human torque exerted on the orthosis is shown
in this figure, which is 50% of the estimated torque (Case 2).

a bounded nonlinear feedback controller in conjunction
with a high gain observer is proposed for the rehabilitation
of the user and the determination of the level of contri-
bution a wearer can offer for a specific exoskeleton. The
level of contribution helps demonstrate the partial motor
function disorder; that is, the user may be able to exact
a certain amount of human torque. This was tested via
MATLAB/SIMULINK simulations for a knee-ankle orthosis
model. Simulation results obtained help to establish this fact.
This is established by using three test cases to analyse the exact
purpose of this work. In addition to the controller robustness,
its ability to avoid the saturation of the actuators has been
verified. It is to be noted that thewearer is in a sitting position.
Lyapunov-based analysis to prove the asymptotic stability of

the controller and the convergence of the observer has also
been presented.

In future works, the controller is expected to be tested in
the laboratory. It is expected that parametric identification
is first carried out before it is tested in real time. The
input-to-state stability (ISS) will also be verified. Other
future areas of research interest include robot axes misalign-
ments, which constitute a major difficulty in the design of
exoskeleton.
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Figure 22: Knee-ankle position trajectory tracking. 𝜏ℎ = 0 (Case 3).
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Figure 23: Knee-ankle velocity trajectory tracking. 𝜏ℎ = 0 (Case 3).
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Figure 24: Knee-ankle torque input and estimated torque. 𝜏ℎ = 0. This is to exemplify a complete motor function disorder when the wearer
is completely passive. The estimated torque is plotted to show that the observer can correctly estimate the exoskeleton state; hence the torque
can be reconstructed (Case 3).
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